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Summary: This 2015 update of our White Paper details three ways by which companies that use independent
contractors can minimize or avoid future independent contractor misclassification exposure:
•

bona fide restructuring and re-documentation, using IC Diagnostics™

•

reclassification, either under a government program or voluntarily

•

redistribution of independent contractors, using a workforce management or staffing company.

These alternatives work for virtually all companies that use independent contractors – whether to supplement their
workforce or to refer or offer qualified service providers to customers or clients as part of their business model. The
same proprietary tool used to minimize independent contractor misclassification liability can be used to defend against
misclassification claims brought in the courts and before administrative agencies.
The three years since the last update of our White Paper, first published in 2010, coincides with the period when independent contractors have become an integral resource in the sharing economy, where organizations such as Uber and
other tech start-ups have avoided or limited their use of employees in favor of on-demand contract workers. While on
the one hand, new companies may wish to emulate the most successful on-demand business models, on the other hand
they do not want to become a defendant like Uber, which was recently unable to dismiss a class action challenge to the
allegedly imperfect structure, documentation and implementation of its driver relationships and is now scheduled to
face scrutiny by a jury.
This 2015 update – a comprehensive expansion of the prior editions of this White Paper – also addresses how independent contractor misclassification has arisen; the recent crackdown by federal and state regulators and legislators, the
difficulty experienced by companies trying to comply with various tests for independent contractor status, the costly
consequences of misclassification, the proliferation of class action lawsuits resulting in multi-million dollar claims,
settlements and judgments, and the potential for unionization of workers re-characterized as employees by the courts
and administrative agencies.
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This White Paper, “Independent Contractor Misclassification: How Companies Can Minimize the Risks,” updates our 2012
White Paper of the same name. The original version of this White Paper was first published by the law firm
Pepper Hamilton llp on April 26, 2010.
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I. Introduction
“Misclassification of employees as independent contractors”
is now a common phrase uttered by state and federal legislators and regulators, as well as plaintiffs’ class action lawyers.
An increasing number of state task forces have been formed to
crack down on businesses that do not pay unemployment insurance and workers’ compensation premiums or that withhold
taxes for workers whom states claim to be employees and not
independent contractors. The U.S. Department of Labor, state
labor commissioners and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
remain active in investigating and auditing companies in an
array of industries where independent contractor misclassification is regarded as prevalent.1 Class action lawyers continue to
target some of those same types of companies, seeking unpaid
employee benefits, expenses and overtime for workers who are
not treated as employees.2
This White Paper first examines the increased use of independent contractors in the United States and the causes of intentional and unintentional misclassification. Next, we examine
the risks posed to private businesses, nonprofit organizations
and governmental entities that have business models reliant
upon the use of independent contractors and other contingent
workers, and we detail the costly consequences of misclassification. We then survey the sharp focus by state and federal
legislative bodies on independent contractor misclassification,
state and federal administrative agencies, plaintiffs’ class action
lawyers and unions.
Finally, this White Paper discusses the steps that businesses
can take to avoid or minimize independent contractor misclassification liability, including (a) restructuring, re-documenting
and re-implementing their business models in a manner that
complies with applicable laws; (b) undertaking voluntary or
government-sponsored reclassification; and/or (c) redistributing independent contractors through the use of a workforce
management or staffing firm. At a time when independent
contractors are becoming an integral resource in the ondemand economy, organizations that have eschewed or limited
their use of employees do not want to become a defendant like
Uber, which was recently unable to dismiss a class action challenge to the allegedly imperfect structure, documentation and
implementation of its driver relationships and which is now
scheduled to face scrutiny by a jury.3

II. Independent Contractor Misclassification:
How It Has Arisen
Independent contractors — sometimes referred to as freelancers, consultants, per diems, 1099ers, contractors, project workers, temps, specialists and the like — are found in virtually
every industry. Some companies use independent contractors
to supplement their workforce, while other businesses have
been built on an independent contractor or 1099 model and
classify relatively few workers as employees.
Just as independent contractors are being used across a wide
range of industries, the misclassification of employees as
independent contractors is not industry specific — even
though misclassification is more prevalent in certain industries.
(Nonetheless, as noted in Section VIII below, most companies
can effectively minimize or avoid independent contractor misclassification by enhancing their levels of compliance.)
The use and misuse of independent contractors has increased
dramatically over the last two decades. This has been due, in
large part, to the combination of two factors: (1) economic and
other business advantages derived from the use of 1099ers and
(2) lax regulatory enforcement — a classic risk/reward calculus.
A. The Economic and Business Advantages to Using Independent
Contractors
Many of the economic and business advantages of using independent contractors are well understood by most businesses.
They include the following:
•

The earnings of independent contractors are reported to
the IRS on a Form 1099 basis instead of on a Form W-2.
Employers are not required to withhold taxes or make
Social Security and Medicare contributions.

•

Businesses are not required to pay unemployment and
workers’ compensation premiums for independent contractors.

•

Independent contractors are not required to be paid the
minimum wage or overtime pay for working more than 40
hours in a workweek.

•

Employee benefit plans, including group health insurance
and 401(k) plans, only cover employees, not independent
contractors, and need not be accounted for under the Affordable Care Act (ACA).4
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•

The federal labor laws do not afford independent contractors the right to be represented by a labor union, whereas
workers who qualify as employees are subject to being
organized.

As stated in a seminal 2009 Government Accountability
Office report, “[m]any independent contractors are classified
properly, and the independent contractor relationship can offer
advantages to both businesses and workers.”6

•

Independent contractors have no right to sue companies
for discrimination, with few exceptions, and persons injured by independent contractors generally cannot recover
against the business that retains the independent contractor.

•

The custom and practice in particular industries is to use
independent contractors.

On the other hand, some businesses knowingly have misclassified employees as independent contractors. For those
businesses, the term “wage theft” may well be suitable — especially for organizations that have paid such workers on a cash
basis.7 This is one of the chief reasons cited by proponents for
new laws that are designed to curtail the use of independent
contractors.

•

A company may have either an internal hiring “freeze” in
place, or managers may be discouraged by their superiors
from increasing headcount or payroll costs.

•

Businesses may choose to hire independent contractors so
they can more easily expand or contract their workforces
to accommodate workload fluctuations.

•

Workers who have specialized talents or technical expertise, and hence are in demand, may insist or indicate a
strong preference that they be retained on an independent
contractor basis. Their reasons for making such a request
may include tax considerations (such as being able to
lawfully deduct more business expenses under the tax code
than if they were employees), a desire to maintain control
over their work schedules or because they do not wish to
have a “boss.”5

These considerable economic and business reasons have led
many companies to classify a host of workers as independent
contractors, even though such workers may fall within one or
more of the definitions of “employee” under the labor, tax, and/
or benefit laws.
B. Lax Enforcement and Different Legal Tests
Prior to the recent crackdown on independent contractor
misclassification, years of lax enforcement by governmental
revenue and workforce agencies contributed greatly to the
classification and misclassification of employees as independent contractors. Government inattention to the issue of
proper worker classification has also contributed to a demonstrable lack of understanding of the legal distinctions between
independent contractors and employees.

However, the overwhelming number of businesses that misclassify
employees as independent contractors has simply paid insufficient
attention to the legal requirements or do not understand the laws in
this area, either because they have mistaken conceptions of the laws
or because they are confused by the array of different laws at the
federal and state levels.
This is not the least bit surprising. Even many legal “treatises”
and compendiums that purport to list the various independent contractor laws fail to take into account that the tests
for independent contractor status are varied — not only at
the federal level and between states, but sometimes within a
single state — and that the same language found in a statute
in one state is often interpreted differently by the courts and
administrative agencies in another state. A 2006 Government
Accountability Office Report addressing employee misclassification reached the conclusion that “the tests used to determine
whether a worker is an independent contractor or an employee
are complex, subjective, and differ from law to law.”8 As varied
as the tests are under federal law, some state laws are even
more complex and far more varied, having been referred to as a
“crazy quilt set of state laws.”9
One of the few constants in most federal and state tests for
independent contractor versus employee status is whether a
business has the “right to control the manner and means” by
which a worker accomplishes the end product of his or her
work.10 In determining whether a business has the right to
control the worker’s manner and means of performing his or
her tasks, some federal and state agencies consider as many
as two dozen factors, which may indicate whether or not the
hiring party has such control. Except for a few states with
laws that essentially prohibit the use of independent contractors for businesses operating in some industries, courts and
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government agencies have repeatedly stated that no one factor
determines whether a worker is an independent contractor or
an employee. For example, the IRS has stated that “all information that provides evidence of the degree of control and
the degree of independence must be considered.”11 Our 2009
review of the factors used by the courts and by various state
and federal agencies revealed that, collectively, far more than
48 factors were used by different decision-making bodies in
determining independent contractor status — and, in the years
since, dozens of additional factors have been considered.
Because there is no one definition of “independent contractor”
under federal or state laws, a few regulators, commentators and
nonprofit associations have advocated for a universal definition based on the “ABC” test or another form of statutory
“bright line” test.12 This approach is highly unlikely from a
political standpoint. Moreover, it disregards the fact that many
businesses, which have sought to comply with federal and all
applicable state independent contractor laws, have based their
decisions as to how to structure and operate their business
models and whether to classify certain categories of workers as
independent contractors on decades of judicial opinions and
administrative rulings.
To make an abrupt change solely for uniformity would subvert legitimate independent contractor relationships based
on existing laws and instantly turn many long-term lawful
relationships between independent contractors and the businesses that have retained them into unlawful misclassification.
This would result in stripping those companies of anticipated
revenues generated as a result of their lawful business investment, as well as a loss of the goodwill the businesses have
developed from years of providing quality services to customers and clients through independent contractors. An abrupt
and drastic change in the law would also run counter to the
expressed views of both the current Administrator of the Wage
and Hour Division of the Labor Department, who has stated
that “legitimate independent contractors are an important part
of our economy,”13 and the U.S. Secretary of Labor, who has
stated that, while the use of independent contractors has been
abused, “there’s an important place for independent contractors” in
our economy.14
In addition, dramatic changes in the definitions of “employee”
and “independent contractor” would likely run the risk that
many companies that retain independent contractors will end

their relationships with those individuals if such companies are
unwilling or unable to modify or sustain their business models.
This would result in a harsh unintended consequence for those
individuals who are currently in legitimate independent contractor relationships and who rely on fees generated by such
relationships for their livelihood. It would also curtail entrepreneurial efforts by individuals who are looking to develop
their own businesses.
For these reasons, many thoughtful stakeholders that are seeking to crack down on wage theft, while still facilitating and
promoting legitimate business and entrepreneurial interests,
have suggested that efforts similar to recent legislation in
California be undertaken. In California, the legislature left
unchanged the existing legal test for determining independent
contractor status, but increased considerably the penalties for
intentional misclassification in 2011 — an example of “IC
neutral” legislation.15 To that end, the new California law prohibits “willful” misclassification, which is statutorily defined as
“avoiding employee status for an individual by voluntarily and
knowingly misclassifying that individual as an independent
contractor.”16
C. Increased Use of Independent Contractors Leads to Rise in
Intentional and Unintentional Misclassification
The economic and other business benefits derived from using
independent contractors in lieu of employees — when combined with lax enforcement and variable tests for independent
contractor status — have resulted in a surge in the use of independent contractors, including an increase in both intentional
and unintentional misclassification.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated in 2005 that
more than 10.3 million workers in the United States (7.4 percent of the workforce) were treated by businesses as independent contractors.17 A U.S. Department of Labor study in 2000
found that as many as 30 percent of businesses misclassified
employees as independent contractors.18 These statistics indicate that hundreds of thousands of businesses have exposure to
considerable financial liability for noncompliance with existing
state and federal labor, tax and benefit laws, absent steps to
attain compliance, such as those described in Section VIII
below.
In the last five years alone, we have observed that one of the
more prevalent types of independent contractor misclassifica-
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tion is the unintentional form — legitimate companies using
individuals whom they regard as legitimate independent contractors but failing to structure, document and implement the
independent contractor relationship in a manner that complies
with myriad federal and state laws. Unless such businesses
restructure, re-document and re-implement their independent
contractor relationships to enhance their levels of compliance,
and do so in a timely manner, they will remain exposed to the
costly consequences of misclassification.

III. The Costly Consequences of Misclassification
Independent contractor misclassification liability can be crippling to most for-profit and nonprofit organizations and those
governmental entities that rely on the use of 1099 contractors,
regardless of whether the employees have been mistakenly or
intentionally misclassified. Some of the businesses that have
the greatest risks of exposure are those using an “on demand”
business model in the “sharing” economy, deploying workers paid on a 1099 basis that are available at times when the
demand for services arise.
A. Unpaid Payroll and Unemployment Taxes, Overtime,
Minimum Wages, Employee Expenses and Other Employee
Payments
Risks include years of exposure to some of the most common
forms of independent contractor misclassification liability,
such as:

B. ERISA and Affordable Care Act Exposure
Another costly liability risk arises if misclassified employees,
who are otherwise entitled to coverage under ERISA employee benefit plans, have not been provided with group health,
disability and life insurance coverage, as well as contributions
to a 401(k) plan or other pension and profit-sharing plan. The
Microsoft case in the 1990s demonstrates how costly misclassification can be, no matter how unintended, when workers
classified as independent contractors are re-characterized by
the courts or regulatory agencies as employees. In addition to
satisfying a very substantial payment obligation to the IRS,
Microsoft paid $97 million to settle a benefits case brought by
its long-term temps, who were not afforded coverage under
Microsoft’s stock purchase plan, plus millions more in legal
fees for the workers’ class action lawyers.19
The ACA (also known as Obamacare) gives rise to yet another
form of independent contractor misclassification liability. If an
employer (including all employees in the employer’s controlled
group) has fewer than 50 full-time equivalent employees, but
would equal or exceed that number if independent contractors
were re-characterized as employees by the IRS or a court, the
ACA would require that company to provide qualifying medical coverage to its employees (which includes misclassified
independent contractors). Employment status is also relevant
in determining whether a “large employer” is subject to the
excise tax when a particular worker receives subsidized health
insurance coverage offered through a state or federal exchange.
A large employer is required to offer minimal essential coverage that is affordable and provides minimum value to at least
95 percent of its full-time employees (including those who are
misclassified) and their dependents.20

•

unpaid federal, state and local income tax withholdings
and Social Security and Medicare contributions

•

unpaid unemployment insurance taxes, both to the federal
government and to state governments

•

unpaid workers’ compensation premiums

•

unpaid overtime compensation and/or minimum wages

•

unpaid work-related expenses

A. U.S. Department of Labor

•

unpaid sick and vacation pay.

With funds authorized by the Obama administration in each
of its budgets released since 2011, the U.S. Department of
Labor has embarked on a multifaceted enforcement approach.
First, it has been hiring more investigators to “detect and
deter” independent contractor misclassification. Second, it has
been prosecuting more companies that fail to pay overtime or
minimum wages to employees whom the Labor Department
believes are being misclassified as independent contractors.

Any one of these types of liabilities (plus interest and penalties
for noncompliance) could be devastating for businesses that
make substantial use of independent contractors.

IV. Federal and State Regulatory Enforcement
Initiatives
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Third, the Labor Department has made grants to state workforce agencies to identify misclassification and recover unpaid
unemployment taxes.
To finance these enforcement activities, the last three budgets
submitted to Congress by the president all included $10 million for the Labor Department to distribute to state workforce
agencies to increase their enforcement efforts, as well as almost
$4 million to hire and retain additional federal personnel to
investigate and prosecute misclassification.21 In 2014, a total
of $10.2 million was awarded to 19 states to help finance
their crackdown on independent contractor misclassification,
with four states receiving “high-performance bonuses” due to
improved detection of worker misclassification.22
The U.S. Department of Labor has also commenced a “Misclassification Initiative,” in which it has entered into memoranda of understanding with an increasing number of state
workforce agencies from coast to coast. The dual objectives of
these federal-state partnerships are to coordinate enforcement
efforts and to share information between the state and federal
agencies about noncompliant companies. By the end of 2014,
the Labor Department had announced that it had entered into
such agreements with agencies in18 states,23 and it announced
in January 2015 that two more states had signed memoranda
of agreement.24
The U.S. Labor Department has itself successfully investigated
and prosecuted hundreds of businesses that it concluded were
misclassifying employees as independent contractors. These
include both small and large enforcement actions, some resulting in seven-figure settlements. Among the more notable cases
in the last three years were:
•

a $1.075 million consent judgment against a cable company for allegedly misclassifying its cable installers and
failing to pay them overtime25

•

a $1.3 million consent judgment against a text message
and Internet information provider for misclassifying its
“special agents” who answered text messages from website
users and failing to pay them minimum wage26

•

a $560,000 consent judgment against a telemarketing
company for misclassifying telemarketers and failing to
pay them minimum wage and overtime compensation27

•

a $1.5 million judgment in a federal court lawsuit brought
against a cable installation company providing installations for Time Warner by the Labor Department on
behalf of 250 former cable installers, who were found to
have been misclassified as independent contractors and
denied overtime compensation28

•

back wages totaling $687,000 collected from a drilling rig
company for misclassifying roughnecks and crane operators and failing to pay them overtime compensation29

•

a $395,000 consent judgment against a construction contractor for misclassifying carpenters, electricians, masons,
laborers, painters and drywall hangers and failing to pay
them overtime compensation30

•

a $277,000 assessment against a janitorial service subcontractor and its payroll services company found to be a joint
employer of 233 low-wage custodians misclassified as
independent contractors.31

Despite this continuing focus on detecting, deterring and
eliminating the misclassification of employees as independent
contractors, the current Administrator of the of the Labor Department’s Wage and Hour Division, Dr. David Weil, has stated publicly that, although an independent contractor relationship may not be used to evade compliance with federal labor
law, “the use of independent contractors [is] not inherently illegal, .
. . [and] legitimate independent contractors are an important part
of our economy[ .]”32 This position by the chief misclassification enforcement officer of the federal government reassures
the business community that using independent contractors is
permissible if the relationships are structured, documented and
implemented in compliance with applicable laws, as elaborated
in Section VIII.A. of this White Paper.
B. The Internal Revenue Service
The IRS has also been active in seeking to restore what it
estimates are billions of dollars in lost tax revenue due to the
misclassification of independent contractors. As far back as
November 2007, the IRS announced that it had entered into
agreements with nearly 30 state revenue commissioners and
workforce agencies as part of its Questionable Employment
Tax Practices (QETP) program to share information and
enforcement techniques about employers suspected of misclassifying employees.33 That QETP program remains a priority of
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the IRS, and at least 37 state workforce and revenue agencies
have signed a QETP memorandum of agreement with the
IRS.34
In February 2010, the IRS announced that it was commencing a three-year Employment Tax National Research Project
to conduct line-by-line audits of 6,000 businesses focusing on,
among other things, employee misclassification.35
In September 2011, the IRS unveiled a new program, the Voluntary Classification Settlement Program (VCSP), to permit
taxpayers to voluntarily reclassify independent contractors as
employees for federal employment tax purposes.36 The VCSP
was modified in December 201237 and updated in 2014.38
Enrollment in the voluntary program has been relatively scant,
as companies recognize that this form of “amnesty” may be an
invitation to state and federal workplace agencies and plaintiffs’
class action lawyers to treat a company’s reclassification as a
tacit admission of past wrongdoing.39
In early 2014, the IRS launched an enhanced effort to promote its SS-8 program, which allows individual workers to file
a Form SS-8 to initiate a review of their independent contractor status if they feel they have been misclassified.40 More
recently, the IRS announced in June 2014 that it is increasing
its corporate audits of S corporations because it has found that
many are misclassifying their workers as independent contractors.41
In addition, the IRS has entered into a memorandum of agreement with the U.S. Department of Labor.42 That agreement
seeks to reduce incidences of misclassification of employees
as independent contractors by providing for the sharing of
information and collaboration by the tax and labor agencies, as
well as employment tax examinations of questionable taxpayers
brought to the attention of the IRS by the Labor Department.
C. State Workforce Agencies
State workforce agencies have been equally vigorous in their
regulatory and enforcement efforts. Most state workforce
and tax agencies have substantially increased the number of
random and targeted audits they conduct each year. Some
states have done so as part of a coordinated enforcement effort
among various state agencies. To date, at least 21 states have
created task forces designed to identify and remediate independent contractor misclassification.43

Many state workforce agencies have been as aggressive as
the U.S. Department of Labor. For example, the most recent
figures from the New York Labor Department show that, in
2014, it completed more than 12,000 audits and investigations.
Through these audits, the department found 133,000 misclassified workers and assessed more than $40 million in unpaid
unemployment contributions.44 Similarly, Massachusetts
reportedly audited more than 18,000 businesses in 2013 and
recovered $15.6 million from companies found to have misclassified independent contractors.45 Likewise, Illinois audited
more than 3,500 employers in 2013 and recovered $5.1 million
in unreported unemployment contributions attributable to
wages of employees found to have been misclassified.46
California has also been diligent in pursuing businesses that
are believed to have misclassified employees as independent
contractors. In March 2014, the California Labor Commissioner’s Division of Labor Standards Enforcement ordered a
large logistics company to pay $2.2 million in back pay, attorneys’ fees and interest for having allegedly misclassified seven
short-haul drivers.47 In May 2014, the commissioner issued
citations of more than $1.5 million to two janitorial companies for allegedly misclassifying 52 workers as independent
contractors.48
An even more effective way in which regulatory agencies
are focusing on independent contractor misclassification is
through the unemployment and workers’ compensation claims
process. Local claims offices are more frequently issuing initial
determinations of “employee” status in benefit claims filed by
workers, including individuals who have signed independent
contractor agreements or who are receiving compensation on a
1099 basis. Many workers who regard themselves as independent contractors are nonetheless applying for unemployment
benefits — and more claims examiners are finding that such
workers have been misclassified and are entitled to unemployment benefits as “employees.”
When a business has not paid unemployment contributions
to a state fund on behalf of a worker, the initial determination
can have the same effect as an adverse audit if an administrative law judge or referee upholds the determination that the
worker has been misclassified as an independent contractor.
Once a single worker is found to have been misclassified, the
business is then normally charged for unpaid contributions for
“all similarly situated” workers, along with costly penalties and
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fines. Thus, prudent employers treat even a simple claim for
unemployment benefits as having the potential for resulting in
a regulatory “mini-class action.” Further, some businesses that
have become the objects of class action lawsuits can trace the
genesis of their litigations to a successful claim for unemployment benefits by a single employee found to be misclassified as
an independent contractor.49

V. Legislative Initiatives
A. State Laws Designed to Curtail Misclassification
Since July 2007, at least 26 states have enacted legislation
intended to curtail misclassification of employees as independent contractors.50 Some states have passed multiple misclassification bills. Most of these new independent contractor
laws provide for civil and criminal penalties, debarment from
state contracts, presumptions in favor of employee status and/
or private rights to bring individual or class action suits for
misclassification of employees. Some of the state laws create
the misclassification task forces described earlier in this White
Paper.51
The majority of state laws enacted since July 2007 apply
generally to all industries, such as the California Independent
Contractor Law that became effective January 1, 2012. It
prohibits “willful misclassification” by businesses; adds hefty
penalties for violations, especially those pursuant to a “pattern
or practice;” and imposes joint liability on any outside nonlegal
consultant or other person who “knowingly advises an employer to treat an individual as an independent contractor to
avoid employee status” if the individual is found not to be an
independent contractor.52
A number of the new laws, however, have targeted specific
industries where misclassification is regarded by legislators as
more prevalent. One such industry is construction, which has
been the subject of new laws in Delaware,53 Illinois,54 Maine,55
Maryland,56 New Jersey,57 New York58 and Pennsylvania.59
Similarly, Maryland has passed a law that specifically addresses
the use of independent contractors in the landscaping industry.60
In 2013, New York enacted a law seeking to curtail the use of
independent contractors in the commercial goods transportation industry. That bill went into effect in 2014 and similar

bills are likely to be introduced in the legislative chambers of
other states.61
In September 2014, California passed a law that imposes
liability on businesses that use staffing companies and other
“labor contractors.” Under that law, client companies “share
with a labor contractor all civil legal responsibility and liability
for all workers supplied by that labor contractor for . . . the
payment of wages and failure to secure workers’ compensation coverage . . . .”62 Thus, companies using staffing firms have
more reason than ever to ensure that their staffing companies
have an enhanced understanding of independent contractor
compliance.
Some of the new state laws set forth more restrictive definitions of independent contractor status or, conversely, more
expansive tests for employee status. One such expansive definition is the so-called “ABC” test, where all of the prongs of a
three-part test must be satisfied for a business to establish that
a worker is an independent contractor.63 These statutory tests
are generally regarded as far more worker-friendly than the
common law or “economic realities” tests used by federal courts
and some state courts.64
Notably, although more than two dozen states have enacted
laws pertaining to independent contractors since July 2007, all
of those statutes permit the continued use of properly classified independent contractors. Thus, the key under virtually all of these
new laws is whether an independent contractor relationship
is structured, documented and implemented in a compliant
manner or, where a new law has changed its test for independent contractor status, whether the relationship needs to be
restructured, re-documented and re-implemented in a manner
that complies with a new statutory scheme. We discuss this
issue further in Section VIII.A. below.
B. Federal Bills Aimed at Misclassification
Congress has tried to follow suit, but none of its initiatives in
this area have become law. In 2008, the Employee Misclassification Prevention Act (EMPA) was introduced in both houses
of Congress. It was reintroduced in both the House and Senate in a different form in 2010 and again in 2011.65 If passed,
the bill would have, for the first time, made misclassification of
employees as independent contractors a federal labor law violation, imposed substantial recordkeeping and notice obligations
on businesses (even those that properly classify their indepen-
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dent contractors), and subjected businesses to hefty penalties
for noncompliance with the proposed new law.66

goods and soft drinks, have also been the subject of a number
of class action misclassification lawsuits.

In 201167 and again in 201368 and 2014,69 Congress introduced
the Payroll Fraud Prevention Act. This was a trimmed-down
version of the earlier EMPA and, like EMPA, would have
made independent contractor misclassification a federal offense.70

Among the businesses that are particularly vulnerable to
misclassification class actions are Silicon Valley start-ups and
other “on demand” companies in the “sharing economy” that
use hundreds or thousands of low-wage independent contractors that are often indistinguishable from low-wage employees.76

Another misclassification bill, the Fair Playing Field Act,71 was
first introduced in September 2010 and reintroduced in March
201272 and again in November 2013.73 This bill would have
eliminated a long-standing “safe harbor” found in section 530
of the Revenue Act of 1978 that many businesses have relied
on for continuing to classify certain workers as independent
contractors.74 Indeed, it was reported that FedEx used the “safe
harbor” to escape a $319 million back tax assessment by the
IRS related to its classification of drivers in its Ground Division as independent contractors.75
None of the federal bills, if passed, would have foreclosed the
use of independent contractors that are properly classified as
such.

VI. Class Action Lawsuits
Businesses that either use independent contractors to supplement their workforces or that operate on the basis of independent contractor business models have increasingly been
targeted not only by regulatory agencies and legislators, but
also by plaintiffs’ class action lawyers. Independent contractor
misclassification lawsuits have mushroomed against both large
and small businesses. Almost no industry is free from these
types of lawsuits, although some industries have been harder
hit and others are particularly vulnerable.
A review of court papers in hundreds of class and collective
action lawsuits shows that the industries and businesses that
have experienced the most lawsuits of this nature include the
courier, transportation and logistics industries; the adult entertainment business; the cable installation industry; cleaning and
sanitation companies; and the staffing and workforce management business. Industries that have also been the subject of
such class action lawsuits include car rental, communications,
financial services, insurance, car service, media, publishing,
security, fashion, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, energy, sports and
national defense. Drivers of commercial goods, such as bakery

A representative sampling of class action cases that were
resolved in the last few years in favor of workers who claimed
they were misclassified as independent contractors include the
following:
•

a newspaper publisher that lost a class action lawsuit
brought by its newspaper carriers, who were awarded
$11 million by a state court in California,77 and another
newspaper that settled a misclassification lawsuit for $3.2
million78

•

a home improvement retailer that settled with its installers
for $6.5 million79

•

a nationwide overnight courier that settled a claim in
Maine with 141 of its drivers for $5.8 million80

•

a New York adult entertainment club that settled with
exotic dancers for $8 million,81 another club that settled
in Texas for $2.3 million82 and a third club that was the
subject of a $10.9 million judgment83

•

a cleaning and janitorial services company that paid $10
million to settle a class action lawsuit in Massachusetts
brought by more than 100 custodians, who alleged that
they were misclassified as “franchisees” instead of employees84

•

a nationwide food distribution company that paid $3.53
million in allegedly unpaid employee benefits to settle one
of a number of class action cases brought by bakery food
drivers who made deliveries in Connecticut and Massachusetts85

•

a nationwide workforce management/staffing company
supplying “outsourcing and contact center services” for the
financial services, retail, technology, e-commerce, telecommunications, travel and hospitality industries that paid
$1.25 million in settlement to more than 200 customer
and technical support service workers in California86
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•

a car service company that paid $3.5 million to 489 drivers and their lawyers87

•

an oil and gas company that settled for $2 million with
oil-field workers that monitored oil and gas wells88

•

a nationwide logistics and last-mile delivery company that
settled class actions filed by drivers in Oregon and Washington for $2.25 million89

•

an airport shuttle company that settled with more than
3,000 drivers for $11.9 million in damages and legal fees90

•

an Ohio cable installation company that was found to
have misclassified its installers and ordered by a federal
court to pay $1.5 million in damages.

These examples highlight the value of independent contractor misclassification cases to plaintiffs’ class action lawyers,
who typically receive between 20 percent and 30 percent of
the settlement as an attorney’s fee award, or the full amount
of their legal fees if higher, when they secure a settlement
or judgment in favor of their class member clients. In addition, companies beset by these types of lawsuits incur “hidden
costs,” including their own legal fees and the distraction of key
management personnel that are needed to defend class action
lawsuits of this nature.91

VII. The Impact of Labor Organizations and the
Potential for Unionization
Under federal labor law, only employees can be unionized; independent contractors are not covered by the National Labor
Relations Act and have no right to organize. Recognizing that
independent contractors are beyond the reach of labor organizations, unions have been at the forefront of the regulatory and
legislative efforts to curtail the use of independent contractors.
One of the earliest academic studies to examine the extent and
effects of independent contractor misclassification was undertaken under the auspices of the Cornell University School
of Industrial and Labor Relations. The February 2007 report,
“The Cost of Worker Misclassification in New York State,”
was conducted at the request of UNICON, which the authors
describe as a construction labor-management organization
based in Rochester, New York.92 That organization promotes
the use of unionized work forces in the construction industry.93

One of the principal conclusions reached by the Cornell
Report was that “Worker misclassification disrupts labor
markets by enabling unscrupulous employers to ignore labor
standards,”94 which essentially refers to unionized construction
employers paying area-standard wages.
Labor organizations have used the Cornell Report to support state legislative initiatives resulting in new laws, such as
those referenced in Section V.A. above, which seek to curtail
the use of independent contractors in two heavily unionized
industries: construction and the courier delivery/transportation business. Following the passage of state laws that set forth
stringent requirements for construction employers to classify
workers as independent contractors, union membership in the
construction industry has undoubtedly risen in those states
that have passed such laws since 2007 (including New Jersey,95
Pennsylvania,96 Illinois97 and New York,98 among other states).
After years of effort by the Teamsters Union, the National Labor Relations Board in 2014 certified a Teamsters local union
as the collective bargaining representative of drivers in Connecticut for FedEx Home Delivery, following that agency’s
finding that such drivers were employees and not independent
contractors or separate business entities, as argued by FedEx.99
Similarly, years of efforts by the Teamsters to organize drivers
who had been classified as independent contractors by drayage
companies operating at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach, California, has recently succeeded. As of January 2015,
a number of those drayage companies that previously classified drivers as independent contractors converted to employee
business model and have begun to bargain with a Teamsters
local union for an initial collective bargaining agreement.100

VIII. Three Alternatives to Minimize or Avoid Future
Misclassification Exposure
Despite media attention that has been focused on the issue of
independent contractor misclassification in recent years, including articles in newspapers and trade publications,101 most
companies have yet to diagnose their state of compliance or
determine their potential exposure for independent contractor
misclassification liability. Fewer still have enhanced or updated
their workforce models in a manner sufficient to meaningfully
minimize or eliminate the risks of costly government regulatory and enforcement actions and class action litigation attacks.
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For companies that would like to continue their current
workforce strategies, instead of being required to reclassify
every independent contractor as an employee under government or court compulsion, there is every incentive to restructure, re-document and re-implement their business models or
reclassify or redistribute contingent workers currently treated
as independent contractors.
Virtually all of the newly enacted state laws (as well as the proposed federal legislation) permit the continued use of independent contractors, provided the workers are properly classified.
Nonetheless, some lawyers and legal commentators routinely
advise businesses to cease using independent contractors or to
reclassify them as employees to avoid the potential for misclassification liability. There are, however, a number of proven
alternatives that permit companies to maintain their use of
independent contractors while minimizing or avoiding future
misclassification liability.
Those alternatives include restructuring, re-documenting and
re-implementing the independent contractor relationship;
reclassifying (either voluntarily or through a government program); and/or redistributing independent contractors through
a workforce management or staffing company.
A. Bona Fide Restructuring and Re-documentation — and the
Use of IC Diagnostics™
Businesses that are concerned about the potential for misclassification liability often recognize that, at best, their independent contractors probably fall within a “gray area,” where some
facts favor contractor status while other facts indicate employee status. As noted above, it is a basic precept of independent contractor law that the tests used to determine whether
a worker is an independent contractor or an employee “differ
from law to law.”102

and control to support a determination of an employment relationship. For example, the IRS has stated that it will consider
“all information that provides evidence of the degree of control
and the degree of independence.”105 Our 2009 review of the
factors used by the courts and by various state and federal
agencies revealed that at least 48 factors were used by different
decision-making bodies or were found in statutory tests used
to determine independent contractor status.106 In the succeeding five years, our list of factors that have been used by agencies and courts to determine whether a worker is an employee
or independent contractor has mushroomed.
The first step that is typically recommended by most lawyers
and consultants to companies concerned about misclassification liability is to diagnose whether the company’s independent contractors are properly classified. That step, however, is
wholly unnecessary for any business that wishes to consider a
bona fide restructuring of its independent contractor relationships.
Once a company has determined that it wishes to consider the
restructuring alternative, it may then be beneficial to perform
a comprehensive analysis on the company’s anticipated level of
compliance after restructuring. Some businesses have conducted that review and assessment using IC Diagnostics™,107
a process that examines whether the position would likely pass
the applicable independent contractor tests under governing
state and federal laws. This process uses a “48 Factors-Plus™”
list to determine worker status, with each of the factors
weighted to reflect its relative importance in assessing compliance with applicable laws.

Most tests are based, in whole or in large part, on whether the
hiring party has the “right to control the manner and means”
by which the worker performs his or her services,103 with the
exception of a few state laws.104 In determining whether a
business has retained or has exercised the right to control a
worker’s manner and means of performing work, some federal
and state agencies list as many as two dozen factors that may
indicate whether or not the “hiring” party has such control.

A compliance analysis should then measure the company’s anticipated compliance with each of the applicable independent
contractor laws. For example, the IC Diagnostics™ process
uses an IC Compliance Scale™ that is calibrated to provide
assessments of alternative ways to minimize misclassification
liability — depending on where the restructured relationship
falls on the IC Compliance Scale™. Even for businesses that
operate in those states that have strict tests for determining
independent contractor status, this process can provide an
assessment of how much restructuring is needed and, once
implemented, how that alternative will minimize or eliminate
future misclassification liability.

Courts and government agencies have repeatedly stated that
no one factor determines whether there is sufficient direction

Where bona fide restructuring is considered a sound alternative, the business can proceed to the next step in the process:
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re-documenting the restructured independent contractor
relationship. This is a comprehensive undertaking; it should
embody the entire relationship between the independent
contractors in question and the business. Re-documentation
should also be accomplished in a manner designed to further
enhance independent contractor compliance, consistent with
applicable laws. Tools such as the 48 Factors-Plus™ list can be
used to ensure that the re-documentation of the independent
contractor relationship is thorough and state of the art.
Many independent contractors work without an agreement
or, worse, work under agreements that do not reflect the true
relationship between the contractor and the company. A
contract that misstates the true relationship between the parties (such as one that states that a worker is not subject to the
supervision of the company, even though he or she is regularly
supervised by a superior at the company or given regular evaluations) is generally of little or no benefit.
Similarly, a contract that recites that a worker is an independent contractor offers no protection if the factors used by a
court or government agency to determine the worker’s status
demonstrate sufficient direction and control to create an employment relationship. Even agreements drafted for companies
by otherwise talented lawyers include language that a plaintiffs’
class action lawyer may use to support his or her argument that
the business has retained a right to direct and control the manner and means by which the worker performs the agreed-upon
services.108

As is readily evident, there are no “quick and dirty” ways to
enhance independent contractor compliance, and “one size
fits all” solutions are likely to be ill fitting. The use of form or
model independent contractor agreements (sometimes called
templates) tends to cause businesses to overlook the need
to restructure and to implement a sustainable independent
contractor model that will withstand legal scrutiny and serve
a company’s unique business model. On the other hand, bona
fide restructuring, re-documentation and re-implementation
need not be a prohibitive undertaking and, once completed
within a reasonably short period of time, can place a business
in an enhanced and sustained state of compliance. That itself
may substantially minimize the likelihood that a regulator or
class action lawyer will seek to challenge a company’s compliance with independent contractor laws.
When a process such as IC Diagnostics™ indicates that a
business is unable to attain compliance, there are at least two
alternatives to restructuring that some businesses may wish to
consider: reclassification and redistribution. These alternatives
may also be used by companies that have properly classified a
group of workers if the business nonetheless wishes to minimize or cease its use of independent contractors in the future.
B. Reclassification — Either Under a Governmental Program or
Voluntarily

After the restructured relationship is memorialized in a
written independent contractor agreement, the final step is
implementing the restructured relationship. Companies must
ensure that what is set forth in the contractor agreement will
be implemented in the field and that it does not include empty
recitals or misstatements of the relationship. Equally important, businesses must avoid exercising direction and control,
which is often unintended yet has the potential to undermine
an otherwise enhanced state of independent contractor compliance.

Businesses that are at greater risk for misclassification liability
are more likely to have to defend their classification of workers
as independent contractors. More companies are receiving notices from state unemployment agencies that question whether
a former worker classified as an independent contractor should
be reclassified as an employee, thereby exposing the company
to the risk of liability for any prior misclassification. Some
businesses also have received notices from state labor commissioners and workers’ compensation agencies inquiring whether
an entire group of workers are independent contractors or
employees, and some have received tax audit notices — even
companies whose compliance with independent contractor
laws should be beyond dispute.

Other aspects of the re-implementation process may include
reviewing and revising company operating manuals and procedures, documenting the implementation of certain provisions
in the updated contractor agreement and putting safeguards in
place to ensure conformity with the restructured independent
contractor relationship.

Even when IC Diagnostics™ reveals that a company may
survive a legal challenge to its independent contractor relationships, businesses may wish to consider reclassification.
This step is likely to be far less painful and costly than being
compelled by a government agency to reclassify and ordered
to make payment of back taxes, unpaid Social Security and
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Medicare contributions and unpaid unemployment insurance
and workers’ compensation premiums, along with applicable
penalties and interest, if there is a finding of misclassification.
The costs of compelled and voluntary reclassification are
often weighed against the savings derived from continuing
a business structured, in whole or in part, on an independent
contractor model. This is a business decision that is premised
on a host of competing considerations — far too many to
mention here.
Reclassification can be undertaken in one of two ways: under a
government-sponsored reclassification program or voluntarily,
without government involvement. As noted earlier, in September 2011, the IRS announced its Voluntary Classification
Settlement Program (VCSP), which allows a business to voluntarily reclassify workers who currently receive Forms 1099
from the company by making what is referred to by the IRS as
a “minimal payment covering past payroll tax obligations.”109
That payment to the IRS would be “10 percent of the employment tax liability that may have been due on compensation
paid to the workers for the most recent tax year, determined
under the reduced rates of section 3509 of the Internal Revenue Code,” according to the IRS announcement. Participation in the VCSP would also eliminate interest and penalties
on the liability and, most importantly, exempt companies from
an employment tax audit for worker misclassification in prior
years.110
Although the VCSP appears to be an attractive form of “amnesty,” there have been only a scant number of participants, for
obvious reasons. First, it does not provide any form of reduced
penalties or interest with respect to the array of other federal
and state laws that are implicated by reclassification, including state tax, unemployment and workers’ compensation laws,
as well as the federal wage and hour laws. Second, although
the program evidently contains a provision that there is no
admission that the taxpayer erroneously classified its workers as independent contractors, the likely “takeaway” by the
workers themselves, their lawyers (if any) and other federal and
state agencies that may become involved is that the company
would not have entered the program if it had been classifying
its independent contractors correctly.111
For these and other reasons, businesses interested in reclassification are more likely to do so voluntarily without entering the
VCSP. However, voluntary reclassification should be imple-

mented in a manner that does not create unfair inferences of
past noncompliance. On one hand, some workers that have
been paid on a 1099 basis might welcome their reclassification but may also fail to understand why they were not treated
as employees from the beginning of their tenure with the company. On the other hand, other workers who are accustomed to
being compensated on a 1099 basis may object strenuously to
becoming an employee and losing the tax advantages of selfemployment, including tax deductions for legitimate business
expenses. In addition, reclassification of workers from 1099 to
W-2 status may require some businesses to engage in an array
of administrative changes to comply with federal and state tax,
employee benefits, and labor laws.
Reclassification does not require that all workers previously
excluded from an employee benefit plan be included in the
future. Exclusion would be permissible if the governing documentation for the company’s plans is drafted properly and the
exclusion does not violate applicable tax or ERISA rules or any
rules associated with the Affordable Care Act.112
C. Redistribution of Independent Contractors — Using a
Workforce Management or Staffing Company
Where voluntary reclassification is not a practical or viable
alternative, another choice is to use a knowledgeable and
reputable workforce management or staffing company. This
alternative cannot completely eliminate all potential liability
for misclassification, but using a responsible workforce organization may dramatically reduce the risk of such liability, as well
as the likelihood of a lawsuit challenging the classification of a
group of workers paid on a 1099 basis.113
Workforce management and staffing organizations are not
payroll companies; when they hire or retain some or all of a
company’s independent contractors, they may either treat them
as 1099 contractors or as W-2 employees.
If the talent is treated as independent contractors, a knowledgeable workforce solutions company will take its own steps
to maximize compliance with state and federal workforce, tax
and benefit laws while facilitating the engagement of a company’s valuable contingent workforce. If a staffing company
instead treats the workers as employees, the staffing company
will withhold income taxes, make Medicare and Social Security contributions, pay workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance premiums, and can provide an array of benefits
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to the former independent contractors, including health
insurance under a plan maintained by the staffing or workforce
management company. If the workforce solutions firm treats
the workers as independent contractors, it is imperative to
select a firm that is knowledgeable about independent contractor compliance issues; otherwise, the workforce solutions or
outsourcing company can offer little or no protection from
misclassification liability.114
Although using a knowledgeable and experienced outsourcing
company may substantially lessen the risk of future misclassification liability, it is not a panacea. For example, a business
that contracts with a leasing workforce management organization may still have to account for the independent contractors
or employees it has retained or hired in the company’s benefit
plan language and discrimination testing.

IX. Conclusion
The use of independent contractors is still a viable means to
supplement a company’s workforce or to structure a business in
almost all states, and Congress has never considered a prohibition on the use of independent contractors. All a business is
required to do is not misclassify employees as independent
contractors.115
Lax enforcement of the tax and labor laws in the past, as they
apply to independent contractors, has placed most businesses
in a position in which misclassification liability has become
a genuine risk — if steps are not undertaken to reduce or
eliminate this exposure using any of the alternatives discussed
above. Some companies, in fact, may choose to use not just
one, but perhaps two or even all three of these alternatives for
different groups of independent contractors. In view of the
current and pending legislative, regulatory and judicial landscape, there is only one undesirable alternative: inaction.
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Independent Contractor Misclassification Rulings, supra
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109 See IRS Announcement 2011-64, supra note 36.
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regulators have also begun to utilize the joint employer
doctrine, which could be used to expose a client company
to misclassification liability. See, e.g., Nat’l Labor Relations
Bd., McDonald’s Fact Sheet, http://www.nlrb.gov/newsoutreach/fact-sheets/mcdonalds-fact-sheet.
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independent contractor misclassification judgments,
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(Feb. 8, 2015), http://independentcontractorcompliance.
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